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“Even as he was immersed in his scholarship, my father [Abraham Joshua Heschel] was always concerned with his fellow Jews and the state of their spirit. He wrote to offer not comfort but challenge, yet in his words of challenge from the 1930s there is always hope: ‘moral and spiritual recovery in the face of political catastrophe.’

This volume opens a new view of the experience of German Jews in their years between dignity and despair and demonstrates the remarkable vitality of the young Abraham Joshua Heschel, one of the extraordinary figures of Jewish history.”

—From Susannah Heschel’s foreword to In This Hour: Heschel’s Writings in Nazi Germany and London Exile
In This Hour
Heschel’s Writings in Nazi Germany and London Exile
Abraham Joshua Heschel
Foreword by Susannah Heschel
Edited and annotated by Helen Plotkin
Translations by Stephen Lehmann and Marion Faber

Important writings by Heschel, in English for the first time

In This Hour offers the first English translations of selected German writings by Abraham Joshua Heschel from his tumultuous years in Nazi-ruled Germany and months in London exile, before he found refuge in the United States. Several of the works have, moreover, never been published in any language. Composed during a time of intense crisis for European Jewry, these writings both argue for and exemplify a powerful vision of spiritually rich Jewish learning and its redemptive role in the past and the future of the Jewish people.

The collection opens with the text of a speech in which Heschel laid out with passion his vision for Jewish education. Then it goes on to present his teachings: a set of essays about the rabbis of the Mishnaic period, whose struggles paralleled those of his own time; the biography of the medieval Jewish scholar and leader Don Yitzhak Abravanel; reflections on the power and meaning of repentance written for the High Holidays in 1936; and a short story on Jewish exile written for Hanukkah 1937. The collection closes with a set of four recently discovered meditations—on suffering, prayer, and spirituality—in which Heschel grapples with the horrors unfolding around him. Taken together, these essays and story fill a significant void in Heschel’s bibliography: his Nazi Germany and London exile years.

These translations convey the spare elegance of Heschel’s prose, and the introduction and detailed notes make the volume accessible to readers of all knowledge levels.

As Heschel teaches history, his voice is more than that of a historian: the old becomes new and the struggles of one era shed light on another. Even as Heschel quotes ancient sources, his words address the issues of his own time and speak urgently to ours.

Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907–72) was a rabbi, scholar, and philosopher. In 1937 Martin Buber appointed him as his successor at the central organization for Jewish adult education in Frankfurt am Main. In time he became one of the most influential modern philosophers of religion in the United States. He formulated an original philosophy of Judaism, expressed in such foundational books as Man Is Not Alone (1951) and God in Search of Man (1955).

“This is a tremendously important work of testimony and erudition in the service of saving Jewish history—and the Jewish people—from oblivion. The essays fill a significant void in Heschel’s bibliography. The academic community will welcome the relatively unknown aspects of Heschel’s development as a teacher and public intellectual, and all readers will appreciate Heschel’s gripping literary testimony in impeccable translation.”—Edward K. Kaplan, author of Abraham Joshua Heschel: Prophetic Witness

JUNE 2019
240 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 illustrations
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1322-5

ALSO OF INTEREST
Abraham Joshua Heschel
Man of Spirit, Man of Action
Or N. Rose
For ages 9–12
$9.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0758-3
Typically Jewish
Nancy Kalikow Maxwell

A warm, funny, and candid guide to being Jewish

Is laughter essential to Jewish identity? Do Jews possess special radar for recognizing members of the tribe? Since Jews live longer and make love more often, why don’t more people join the tribe? “More deli than deity” writer Nancy Kalikow Maxwell poses many such questions in eight chapters—“Worrying,” “Kvelling,” “Dying,” “Noshing,” “Laughing,” “Detecting,” “Dwelling,” and “Joining”—exploring what it means to be “typically Jewish.” While unearthing answers from rabbis, researchers, and her assembled Jury on Jewishness (Jewish friends she roped into conversation), she—and we—make a variety of discoveries. For example:

• Jews worry about continuity, even though Rabbi Mordechai of Lechovitz prohibited even that: “All worrying is forbidden, except to worry that one is worried.”

• Kvell-worthy fact: About 75 percent of American Jews give to charity versus 63 percent of Americans as a whole.

• Since reciting Kaddish brought secular Jews to synagogue, the rabbis, aware of their captive audience, moved the prayer to the end of the service.

• Who’s Jewish? About a quarter of Nobel Prize winners, an estimated 80 percent of comedians at one point, and the winner of Nazi Germany’s Most Perfect Aryan Child Contest.

Readers will enjoy learning about how Jews feel, think, act, love, and live. They’ll also schmooze as they use the book’s “Typically Jewish, Atypically Fun” discussion guide.

Nancy Kalikow Maxwell is a librarian, an award-winning writer, and a frequent contributor to Jewish media. She is the author of six books and the creator of funny cards for Hallmark’s Tree of Life Jewish card line.

“As Maxwell takes readers on a humorous safari to observe Jews in their natural habitat, even Jews who have never set foot in a synagogue or JCC will recognize themselves with wondrous insight. And Jews who love learning—in other words, all of us—will delight in learning a lot. I definitely did.”—Maggie Anton, author of Rashi’s Daughters and Fifty Shades of Talmud


“I loved this book and look forward to sharing it with my book groups.”—Sharon Curtis, coordinator of Lunch ‘N’ Lit and Ladies of the Night Hadassah book groups

MARCH 2019
352 pp. • 6 x 9
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1302-7
A Year with Mordecai Kaplan
Wisdom on the Weekly Torah Portion
Rabbi Steven Carr Reuben

The treasury of Kaplan through the lens of Torah

You are invited to spend a year with the inspirational words, ideas, and counsel of the great twentieth-century thinker Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan, through his meditations on the fifty-four weekly Torah portions and eleven Jewish holidays. A pioneer of ideas and action—teaching that “Judaism is a civilization” encompassing Jewish culture, art, and peoplehood; demonstrating how synagogues can be full centers for Jewish living (building one of the first “shuls with a pool”); and creating the first-ever bat mitzvah ceremony (for his daughter Judith)—Kaplan transformed the landscape of American Jewry. Yet much of Kaplan’s rich treasury of ethical and spiritual thought is largely unknown.

Rabbi Steven Carr Reuben, who studied closely with Kaplan, offers unique insight into Kaplan’s teachings about ethical relationships and spiritual fulfillment, including how to embrace godliness in everyday experience, our mandate to become agents of justice in the world, and the human ability to evolve personally and collectively. Quoting from the week’s Torah portion, Reuben presents Torah commentary, a related quotation from Kaplan, a reflective commentary integrating Kaplan’s understanding of the Torah text, and an intimate story about his family or community’s struggles and triumphs—guiding twenty-first-century spiritual seekers of all backgrounds on how to live reflectively and purposefully every day.

Rabbi Steven Carr Reuben is senior rabbi emeritus of Kehillat Israel Reconstructionist Congregation in Pacific Palisades, California, and a past president of the Board of Rabbis of Southern California. He is the author of numerous books, including Children of Character: Leading Your Children to Ethical Choices in Everyday Life and Making Interfaith Marriage Work.

“There is no greater sage than Mordecai Kaplan to walk us into an appreciation of how religion can add depth and insight to the experience of modernity, and no rabbi with greater sensitivity to guide us along the way than Steven Carr Reuben. Newcomers to Kaplan and longtime aficionados alike will revel in spending a year with Mordecai Kaplan. Relying on the spirit and smarts of these two rabbis not only enlightens us but elevates us.”—Rabbi Bradley Shavit Artson, dean of the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies, American Jewish University

“A Year with Mordecai Kaplan is inspirational. It reminds me of a less mystical Larry Kushner and a more anecdotal Harold Kushner.”—Rabbi Arnold Rachlis, University Synagogue, Irvine, California

APRIL 2019
280 pp. • 6 x 9
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1272-3

ALSO OF INTEREST

Judaism as a Civilization
Toward a Reconstruction of American Jewish Life
Mordecai M. Kaplan
$35.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0918-1
The wisdom of the Sages through the lens of Torah

A Year with the Sages uniquely relates the Sages’ understanding of each Torah portion to everyday life. The importance of these teachings cannot be overstated. The Sages, who lived during the period from the fifth century BCE to the fifth century CE, considered themselves to have inherited the oral teachings God transmitted to Moses, along with the mandate to interpret them to each subsequent generation. Just as the Torah and the entire Hebrew Bible are the foundations of Judaism, the Sages’ teachings form the structures of Jewish belief and practice built on that foundation. Many of these teachings revolve around core concepts such as God’s justice, God’s love, Torah, Israel, humility, honesty, loving-kindness, reverence, prayer, and repentance.

You are invited to spend a year with the inspiring ideas of the Sages through their reflections on the fifty-four weekly Torah portions and the eleven Jewish holidays. Quoting from the week’s Torah portion, Rabbi Reuven Hammer presents a Torah commentary, selections from the Sages that chronicle their process of interpreting the text, a commentary that elucidates these concepts and their consequences, and a personal reflection that illuminates the Sages’ enduring wisdom for our era.


Also of Interest

Akiva
Life, Legend, Legacy
Rabbi Reuven Hammer
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1215-0
The Commentators’ Bible: Genesis
The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot
Edited, translated, and annotated by Michael Carasik

The final volume of the acclaimed Commentators’ Bible series: Genesis is here!

The biblical commentaries known as Miqra’ot Gedolot have inspired and educated generations of Hebrew readers. With the publication of this edition—the final volume of the acclaimed JPS English edition of Miqra’ot Gedolot—the voices of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Nachmanides, Rashbam, Abarbanel, Kimhi, and other medieval Bible commentators come alive once more, speaking in a contemporary English translation annotated for lay readers.

Each page in The Commentators’ Bible: Genesis: The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot contains several verses from the book of Genesis, surrounded by both the 1917 and the 1985 JPS translations and by new contemporary English translations of the major commentators. The book also includes a glossary of terms, a list of names used in the text, notes on source texts, a special topics list, and resources for further study. This large-format volume is beautifully designed for easy navigation among the many elements on each page, including explanatory notes and selected additional comments from the works of Bekhor Shor, Sforno, Gersonides, and Hizkuni, among others.

Michael Carasik teaches biblical Hebrew at the University of Pennsylvania. He is the compiler and translator of the Commentators’ Bible series and author of Theologies of the Mind in Biblical Israel and The Bible’s Many Voices (JPS, 2014).

“The JPS Commentators’ Bible is one of the most useful resources I have in my library. It opens the door to the wisdom of the classic commentators to Jewish students of all levels of Hebrew fluency. The translations are fluid and accessible, and this important work represents an invaluable invitation to join the centuries-long conversation of Torah commentary and interpretation.” —Rabbi Dan Levin, Temple Beth El, Boca Raton, Florida

“The Commentators’ Bible volumes have been given a layout and a binding that are simply a delight. They are printed with a clear script. The layout . . . is simple, allows quick reference, and invites the reader to join the centuries-long dialogue on the texts of Torah. As Carasik puts it: ‘The page is set up as a conversation among the commentators, in which the reader is encouraged to join.’” —Bulletin for Biblical Research

504 pp. • 9 x 12
$90.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0942-6

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Commentators’ Bible, 5-volume set
Edited, translated, and annotated by Michael Carasik
$360.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1351-5
Rabbi Amy Scheinerman is a teacher, writer, and hospice rabbi. She is a former trustee on the Board of the Central Conference of American Rabbis (CCAR), president of the Baltimore Board of Rabbis, and a current member of the CCAR Responsa Committee.

"Amy Scheinerman does it again. She takes the most obscure Talmudic texts and makes them come alive, right before our eyes. And the best part: the ‘Aha’ moment is not short-lived. Scheinerman’s insights will stick to your bones and add value and meaning to your life."—Rabbi Stacy Offner, Temple Beth Tikvah, Madison, Connecticut

"A treasure trove of insight, information, and meaning that invites us into the world of the rabbis and the Talmudic tradition. Be prepared to experience the Talmud come alive as we learn to navigate engrossing texts and also reflect on our own relationships: who we are and who we aspire to be."—Rabbi Norman Cohen, professor of Midrash at HUC-JIR and author of The Way into Torah

Volume 1
264 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1264-8

Volume 2
312 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1356-0

The Talmud of Relationships

Volume 1
God, Self, and Family
Rabbi Amy Scheinerman

How can I tame my ego? How might I control my anger? How might I experience the spirituality of sexual intimacy? How can I bestow appropriate honor on a difficult parent? How might I accept my own suffering and the suffering of those whom I love?

The Talmud of Relationships, Volume 1 shows how the ancient Jewish texts of Talmud can facilitate modern relationship-building—with parents, children, spouses, family members, friends, and ourselves.

The Talmud of Relationships

Volume 2
The Jewish Community and Beyond
Rabbi Amy Scheinerman

How can I lead others with authority and kindness? How can I strengthen my self-control? How can I balance work and family? How can I get along with difficult coworkers? How can I best relate to people in need?

The Talmud of Relationships, Volume 2 shows how the ancient Jewish texts of Talmud can facilitate modern relationship-building—with family members, colleagues, strangers, the broader Jewish community, and ourselves.

In both volumes Rabbi Amy Scheinerman devotes every chapter to a different Talmud text exploring relationships—and many of the selections are fresh, largely unknown passages. Overcoming the roadblocks of language and style that can keep even the curious from diving into Talmud, she walks readers through the logic of each passage, offering full textual translations and expanding on these richly complex conversations, so that each of us can weigh multiple perspectives and draw our own conclusions. Scheinerman provides grounding in why the selected passage matters, its historical background, a gripping narrative of the rabbis’ evolving commentary, insightful anecdotes and questions for thought and discussion, and a cogent synopsis.

Through this firsthand encounter with the core text of Judaism, readers of all levels—Jews and non-Jews, newcomers and veterans, students and teachers, individuals and chevruta partners and families alike—will discover the treasure of the oral Torah.
Recently Released

The Land of Truth
Talmud Tales, Timeless Teachings
Jeffrey L. Rubenstein

Making the rich narrative world of Talmud tales fully accessible to modern readers, renowned Talmud scholar Jeffrey L. Rubenstein turns his spotlight on both famous and little-known stories, analyzing the tales in their original Talmudic contexts, exploring their cultural meanings and literary artistry, and illuminating their relevance for modern readers.

“An invaluable resource for pulpit rabbis and Jewish educators in search of texts that will inspire and speak to their congregants and students.”—Ilana Kurshan, Forward

“Rubenstein is arguably the leading scholar in the world on Rabbinic stories. In this original book for a popular audience he takes that scholarship into new arenas by relating the stories to issues in our time and explicating the stories within their original contexts.”—Barry W. Holtz, Theodore and Florence Baumritter Professor of Jewish Education, Jewish Theological Seminary

328 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1308-9

Discovering Second Temple Literature
The Scriptures and Stories That Shaped Early Judaism
Malka Z. Simkovich

This popular and erudite exploration of the world and writings of the Second Temple period (539 BCE–70 CE) covers discoveries of ancient Jewish manuscripts in synagogues, churches, and caves; the flourishing Jewish communities; and the lives, worldviews, and significant writings of Second Temple authors and how they introduced novel, rewritten, and expanded versions of Bible stories in hopes of imparting messages to the people.

“Well-designed to act either as a complete summary of the Second Temple corpus or as the first step into a larger world of study, Discovering Second Temple Literature makes its eponymous works fascinating.”—Daniel Schindel, Foreword

“In this impressively erudite and popular volume, Simkovich reveals how audiences in the ancient world would have understood the writings of Second Temple authors that are often elusive to us. Moreover, she amply demonstrates why we should care about these works.”—Leonard Greenspoon, Klutznick Chair in Jewish Civilization, Creighton University

384 pp. • 6 x 9 • Glossary, timeline, 2 indexes
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1265-5

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
Recently Released

**The Zionist Ideas**

**Visions for the Jewish Homeland—Then, Now, Tomorrow**

Gil Troy

Foreword by Natan Sharansky

The most comprehensive Zionist collection ever published, this volume builds on Arthur Hertzberg’s classic *The Zionist Idea*, exploring the backstories, dreams, and legacies of more than 170 passionate Jewish visionaries—quadruple Hertzberg’s original number and now including women, mizrachim, and others—from the 1800s to today. Organized into three time periods and six schools of Zionist thought, this major work sheds light on the surprisingly diverse and shared visions for realizing Israel as a democratic Jewish state.

"Takes a comprehensive approach to unpacking the challenges modern Zionism faces, while simultaneously expanding on the virtues of Jewish self-determination."—*Jerusalem Post*

608 pp. • 6 x 9
$34.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1255-6

**The JPS B’nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary in Weekly Portions**

Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin

JPS has made available a pamphlet for each weekly portion taken from the fifty-four portions in *The JPS B’nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary*, enabling b’nai mitzvah students to see, in their own language, how their individual Torah portion addresses the issues in their world. The conversational tone is inviting and dignified, concise and substantial, direct and informative.

Each pamphlet includes a general introduction, two model divrei Torah on the weekly Torah portion, and one model davar Torah on the weekly Haftarah portion. Jewish learning—for young people and adults—will never be the same. The complete set of weekly portions is available as *The JPS B’nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary* (JPS, 2017).

Each pamphlet: 24 pp. • 6 x 9
$5.00 • paperback • ISBNs available at jps.org
Full volume • $29.95 • paperback

**BACK IN PRINT**

**The JPS Holiday Anthology Series**

Back in print by popular demand, the classic JPS holiday anthologies are unequaled compilations of the Bible, the Talmud, prayer, poetry, and folklore. Even in our digital age they deserve a place on the bookshelf of rabbis, cantors, educators, and any reader seeking the meaning and origin of the Sabbath and Jewish festivals. The volumes mine Bible, Talmud, midrashim, and a rich variety of other sources, including works by prominent authors.

“This reissue is good news! I read this rich, varied, and classic series with pleasure and collected the volumes avidly when they first appeared.”—Rabbi Reuven Hammer, author of *Akiva: Life, Legend, Legacy*

Edited by Abraham E. Millgram:

*The Sabbath Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1314-0

Edited by Philip Goodman:

*The Rosh Hashanah Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1315-7

*The Yom Kippur Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1316-4

*The Sukkot and Simhat Torah Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1317-1

*The Hanukkah Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1318-8

*The Purim Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1319-5

*The Passover Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1320-1

*The Shavuot Anthology*  
978-0-8276-1321-8

$27.95 • Each volume, paperback • 6 x 9
$175.00 • 8-volume set, paperback • 6 x 9
978-0-8276-1352-2
Path of the Prophets
The Ethics-Driven Life
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
Devoted to the ethical legacy of the biblical prophets, Path of the Prophets identifies the prophetic moment in the lives of eighteen biblical characters, offers an intimate view of their possible thoughts, and challenges each of us to walk the path of the prophets today.

352 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1309-6

Modern Conservative Judaism
Evolving Thought and Practice
Elliot N. Dorff
Foreword by Julie Schonfeld
An insider’s guide to the evolution of Conservative Jewish thought and practice over the last half century, offering insight into the diverse (and occasionally contentious) reasoning behind the movement’s most important laws, policies, and documents.

486 pp. • 6 x 9
$40.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1310-2

Turning Points in Jewish History
Marc J. Rosenstein
Examines the entire span of Jewish history through the lens of thirty pivotal moments in the Jewish people’s experience, from biblical times through the present. Turning Points in Jewish History provides “the big picture”: both a broad and a deep understanding of the Jewish historical experience.

480 pp. • 6 x 9 • 5 maps, 2 genealogies, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1263-1

The Heart of Torah, Vol. 1
Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion: Genesis and Exodus
The Heart of Torah, Vol. 2
Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion: Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy
Rabbi Shai Held
Foreword by Rabbi Yitz Greenberg
This two-volume collection of Rabbi Shai Held’s most popular essays on the weekly Torah portion opens new literary, theological, and psychological horizons in the world of Jewish biblical commentary.

Volume 1 • 400 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1271-6
Volume 2 • 496 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1300-3
Gift Set • 928 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 indexes
$80.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1305-8

The JPS Rashi Discussion Torah Commentary
Steven and Sarah Levy
Rashi’s commentary on the Torah, regarded as the most authoritative of all commentaries, is now accessible to the entire Jewish community. For each Torah portion, The JPS Rashi Discussion Torah Commentary highlights Rashi’s comments, delves into the moral messages, relates them to twenty-first-century dilemmas, and presents discussion questions for meaningful conversations.

216 pp. • 11 x 8½ • 2 indexes
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1269-3
The Jewish Publication Society

**JPS TANAKH**

Regarded throughout the English-speaking world as the standard English translation of the Holy Scriptures, the JPS TANAKH has been acclaimed by scholars, rabbis, lay readers, Jews, and Christians alike.

The JPS TANAKH is an entirely original translation of the Holy Scriptures into contemporary English, based on the Masoretic (traditional Hebrew) text.

The translators made use of the entire range of biblical interpretation: ancient and modern, Jewish and non-Jewish. The resulting text is a triumph of literary style and biblical scholarship, unsurpassed in accuracy and clarity. This is the classic, standard English-only TANAKH. All editions contain the same one-column format of English text. Each biblical book and weekly reading is marked with the corresponding name in Hebrew.

**Hardcover Edition: Blue with dust jacket**

This is the most popular English-only JPS Bible. Beneath the glossy blue dust jacket is a classic dark blue hardcover binding with gold lettering. It is an attractive shelf book with an easy-to-read typeface.

1,622 pp. • 6 x 9
$37.00 • 978-0-8276-0252-6

**Paperback Edition: Blue**

This Bible is a smaller and lighter-weight version of the hardcover edition.

1,622 pp. • 5 x 7
$23.95 • 978-0-8276-0366-0

**Presentation Paperback Edition: Boxed**

This is the ideal gift Bible for a bar or bat mitzvah, wedding, confirmation, or graduation. The inside text is identical to the other editions but the cover looks and feels like leather and is more formal than the other editions. Each gift Bible comes in a white box with a printed cover, suitable for giftwrapping or giving as is. This lovely TANAKH will become a treasured keepsake.

1,622 pp. • 5 x 7
$42.00 • Black leatherette • 978-0-8276-0365-3
$42.00 • White leatherette • 978-0-8276-0364-6

**Pocket Paperback Edition: Moss**

This pocket-sized TANAKH is the most portable version of the JPS Jewish Bible. Easy to hold and carry, the text is identical to that in the full-sized English-only editions but set much smaller, in two columns. It fits easily into a handbag, briefcase, backpack, or jacket pocket. The sturdy coated paper cover stands up well to heavy use.

1,104 pp. • 4 x 6
$18.00 • 978-0-8276-0877-1

For a more-complete customer guide to the JPS TANAKHS, visit jps.org.
JPS Hebrew-English TANAKH

“Virtually every rabbi and library will want this volume.” —Associated Press

The JPS Hebrew-English TANAKH features the oldest-known complete Hebrew version of the Holy Scriptures, side by side with JPS’s renowned English translation. Its well-designed format allows for ease of reading and features clear type, an engaging and efficient two-column format that enables readers to move quickly from one language to the other, and an organization that contemporary readers will find familiar.

The Hebrew text of this TANAKH is based on the famed Leningrad Codex, the Mosaic text traceable to Aaron ben Moses ben Asher, ca. 930 CE. Ben Asher researched all available texts to compile an authoritative Bible manuscript. In 1010 CE, his work was revised by Samuel ben Jacob, a scribe in Egypt. Lost for centuries, the manuscript was eventually discovered in the mid-nineteenth century and became known as the Leningrad Codex. This edition adapts the latest Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia edition of the Leningrad text by correcting errors and providing modern paragraphing.

The English text in this TANAKH is a slightly updated version of the acclaimed 1985 JPS translation. Wherever possible, the results of modern study of the languages and culture of the ancient Near East have been brought to bear on the biblical text, which allows for an English style that is reflective of the biblical spirit and language rather than of the era of the translation.

Deluxe Hardcover Edition: Navy leatherette
Gilded edges, navy satin ribbon, padded binding
2,040 pp. • 6 x 9
$65.00 • 978-0-8276-0656-2

Student Paperback Edition: Brown leatherette
Flex-binding
2,040 pp. • 6 x 9
$46.95 • 978-0-8276-0697-5

Pocket Paperback Edition: Black leatherette
2,030 pp. • 4 x 6
$24.00 • 978-0-8276-0766-8

The Torah
The Five Books of Moses

The Torah is the essence of Jewish tradition: it inspires each successive generation. The current JPS translation, based on classical and modern sources, is acclaimed for its fidelity to the ancient Hebrew.

Hardcover Edition
394 pp. • 6 x 9
$30.00 • 978-0-8276-0015-7

Pocket Paperback Edition
620 pp. • 4 x 6
$20.00 • 978-0-8276-0680-7

Large Paperback Print Edition
620 pp. • 7 x 10
$35.00 • 978-0-8276-0683-8

ALSO OF INTEREST

The Contemporary Torah
Gender-Sensitive Adaptation of the Original JPS Translation
DAVID E.S. STEIN

This adaptation of the JPS translation of the Torah offers readers new perspectives on the role gender plays in Bible translation.

$34.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0796-5
The JPS Torah Commentary Series

Written by four outstanding Torah scholars, volumes in the JPS Torah Commentary series represent a fusion of the best of the old and new. Utilizing the latest research to enhance our understanding of the biblical text, the series takes its place as one of the most authoritative yet accessible Bible commentaries of our day.

This JPS Torah Commentary series guides readers through the words and ideas of the Torah. Each volume is the work of a scholar who stands at the pinnacle of his field.

Every page contains the complete traditional Hebrew text, with cantillation notes, the JPS translation of the Holy Scriptures, aliyyot breaks, Masoretic notes, and commentary by a distinguished Hebrew Bible scholar, integrating classical and modern sources.

Each volume also contains supplementary essays that elaborate upon key words and themes, a glossary of commentators and sources, extensive bibliographic notes, and maps.

Genesis
Commentary by Nahum M. Sarna
414 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0326-4

Exodus
Commentary by Nahum M. Sarna
278 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0327-1

Leviticus
Commentary by Baruch A. Levine
284 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0328-8

Numbers
Commentary by Jacob Milgrom
520 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0329-5

Deuteronomy
Commentary by Jeffrey H. Tigay
548 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0330-1

5-Volume Set
$360.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0331-8

The JPS Bible Commentary Series
Michael A. Fishbane, series editor

The award-winning JPS Bible Commentary series consists of individual volumes on major books of the Bible. Each volume provides a critical line-by-line commentary on the biblical text in its original Hebrew, complete with vocalization and cantillation marks, as well as the JPS English translation.

A scholarly introduction, extensive bibliographic and critical notes, and other explanatory material are included.
The JPS Torah Commentary

Jonah
Uriel Simon

"An outstanding literary and exegetical commentary on the book of Jonah."—Bibliotheca Sacra

As the haftarah for the Mincha service on the Day of Atonement, the book of Jonah enjoys a central place in Jewish liturgy. Its exquisite literary beauty and strong theological appeal make it one of the most popular and best-known books of the Hebrew Bible. The intricate structure of the story and its stylistic niceties are not exposed for their own sake but as the narrator’s means of expression. The rich psychology of the prophet is dealt with as an integral part of his theology. Jonah requires that sound philosophical explanation be accompanied by a close literary reading.

52 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0672-2

Recipient of the Prize of the Minister of Science, Culture, and Sport [of the State of Israel] for Classical Literature for the year 5762 [2001]

Esther
Adele Berlin

The commentary approaches the book of Esther from a fresh literary point of view. It includes essays entitled “When and Where Was the Book of Esther Written?”; “Sex and Spies”; and “Rabbinic Interpretation.”

110 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0699-9

Ecclesiastes
Michael V. Fox

“This is an insightful and accessible commentary that reflects many years of deep engagement with the text.”
—Journal of Hebrew Scriptures

Ecclesiastes is part of the “wisdom literature” of the Bible. It concerns itself with universal philosophical questions rather than events in the history of Israel and in the Hebrews’ covenant with God. Koheleth, the speaker in this book, ruminates on what—if anything—has lasting value, and how—if at all—God interacts with humankind.

128 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0742-2

2011 National Jewish Book Award Winner; Barbara Dobkin Award in Women’s Studies

Ruth
Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Tikva Frymer-Kensky

“Ruth, the newest in the JPS Bible Commentary series, is a magnificent achievement. This commentary by Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Tikva Frymer-Kensky is an important addition to the extant scholarship on this biblical book.”
—Jewish Book World

The moving story of Ruth, with its themes of loyalty, loving kindness (hesed), and redemption, is one of the great narratives of the Bible.

216 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0744-6

Song of Songs
Commentary by Michael Fishbane

“Michael Fishbane, one of the most penetrating Bible scholars of our time, has surpassed himself in this magnificent study of Song of Songs, combining scholarly erudition, poetic sensibility, theological depth, and an unmatched mastery of the history of interpretation of this most difficult yet lyrical testimony of love. A masterpiece of scholarship!”—Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, emeritus chief rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of the British Commonwealth

Song of Songs is a wondrous collection of love lyrics nestled in the heart of the Hebrew Bible—songs of passion and praise between a young maiden and her beloved. It is religious lyric par excellence. But what is its true meaning? Is it an expression of human love and passion, pure and simple? A celebration of the covenant between God and Israel? Or something else?

400 pp. • 8 x 10
$55.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0741-5

Haftarot
Michael Fishbane

The first comprehensive commentary on the haftarot includes a full introduction to the history of the Torah and haftarah readings and their interrelationships. Each haftarah features historical, literary, and theological information as well as a detailed commentary on terms, themes, and language.

700 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0691-3

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
The Commentators’ Bible Series

The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot
Edited, translated, and annotated by Michael Carasik

“[The JPS Commentators’ Bible] opens the door to the wisdom of the classic commentators to Jewish students of all levels of Hebrew fluency. The translations are fluid and accessible, and this important work represents an invaluable invitation to join the centuries-long conversation of Torah commentary and interpretation.” —Rabbi Dan Levin, Temple Beth El, Boca Raton, Florida

“Anyone who is unfamiliar with medieval commentary, or who is unable to study the commentators in the original Hebrew, will find The Commentators’ Bible a worthy addition to his or her bookshelves. Carasik has done a real service making this material available.” —The Reporter

Genesis
504 pp. • 9 x 12
$90.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0942-6
The biblical commentaries known as Miqra’ot Gedolot have inspired and educated generations of Hebrew readers. In Genesis, the final volume of the acclaimed Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot Commentators’ Bible series, the voices of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Nachmanides, Rashbam, Abarbanel, Kimhi, and other medieval Bible commentators come alive, speaking in a contemporary English translation annotated for lay readers. This large-format volume is beautifully designed for easy navigation among the Hebrew Bible text and the 1917 and 1985 JPS translations.

Exodus
368 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0812-2

Leviticus
270 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0897-9

Numbers
360 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0921-1

Deuteronomy
296 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0939-6

5-volume set
$360.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1351-5

Study Guide to the JPS Bible Commentary: Haftarot
Edited by Laura Suzanne Lieber
This supplement is perfect for individuals seeking greater understanding of the haftarot as independent literary entities and in the larger context of the Torah cycle and Jewish life; for leaders of adult education groups who wish to focus their study on the haftarot; and for b’nai mitzvah students preparing their di’vrei Torah.
116 pp. • 8½ x 10¾
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0718-7

The JPS Commentary on the Haggadah
Historical Introduction, Translation, and Commentary
Joseph Tabory
Foreword by David M. Stern
The Passover haggadah enjoys an unrivaled place in Jewish culture, both religious and secular. Of all the classic Jewish books, the haggadah is the one most “alive” today. Jews continue to rewrite, revise, and add to its text, recasting it so that it remains relevant to their lives. Joseph Tabory, one of the world’s leading authorities on the history of the haggadah, traces the development of the seder and the haggadah through the ages. The book features an extended introduction by tabory, the classic Hebrew haggadah text side by side with its English translation, and Tabory’s clear and insightful critical-historical commentary.
168 pp. • 7 x 10 • 16 illustrations
$40.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0858-0
Bible-Related Books

Winner of the 2014 National Jewish Book Award for Scholarship

Winner of the 2014 Judaica Reference Award from the Association of Jewish Libraries

Outside the Bible, 3-volume set
Ancient Jewish Writings Related to Scripture
Edited by Louis H. Feldman, James L. Kugel, and Lawrence H. Schiffman

“This publication is a gold mine. The series is beautifully printed and bound. On display are the creative geniuses of Second Temple Judaism who have excited both Jews and Christians. The insights shared in the commentaries are superb.”—James H. Charlesworth, Bible History Daily

“Biblical scholars, Second Temple period historians, and Jewish educators will find themselves consulting Outside the Bible regularly.”—Igal German, Society of Biblical Literature

“Highly recommended.”—David Zucker, Jewish Bible Quarterly

“Outside the Bible will replace classic earlier anthologies as the premier compendium of primary texts for scholars and teachers of the period.”—Hindy Najman, Jewish Review of Books

“Breathtaking in its scope and eminently satisfying in its execution, Outside the Bible will prove to be an indispensable reference for every scholar of the Hebrew Bible, Second Temple Judaism, the New Testament, and early Christianity.”—Bart D. Ehrman, James A. Gray Professor, Department of Religious Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The work of more than seventy contributing experts in a range of fields, Outside the Bible offers new insights into the development of Judaism and Early Christianity. This three-volume set of translation, introductions, and detailed commentaries is a must-have for scholars, students, and anyone interested in this great body of ancient Jewish writings.

3,302 pp. • 8 x 10 $300.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0933-4
Extra shipping charges apply

The Bible’s Many Voices
Michael Carasik

By providing tools for distinguishing the different voices (mythic, historical, prophetic, theological, legal) of the many writers of the Bible, The Bible’s Many Voices reveals what the Bible actually says, as a book of history, religion, and literature, and convincingly explains how politically or theologically motivated choices from the biblical past influenced today’s text.

384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 9 tables $31.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0935-8

From Gods to God
How the Bible Debunked, Suppressed, or Changed Ancient Myths and Legends
Avigdor Shinan and Yair Zakovitch
Translated by Valerie Zakovitch

A provocative examination and recovery of the ancient myths and legends that the Bible transformed, buried, or changed in order to fit a monotheistic worldview.

320 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 tables, 1 glossary $27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0908-2

The Gods Are Broken!
The Hidden Legacy of Abraham
Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin

Jeffrey Salkin explores Judaism’s most famous nonbiblical story—Abraham’s shattering of his father’s gods—and describes how this legendary has become a model for Jewish views on the world.

176 pp. • 5½ x 8½ $19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0931-0
Joseph
Portraits through the Ages
Alan T. Levenson
This biography of Joseph illuminates one of the most colorful and complex characters in the Bible through the eyes of Jewish tradition and modern historical and literary scholarship.
“Even those who think that they know the story will find much to contrast and compare and much to learn in this fascinating account of how the later generations found themselves in the age-old story of Joseph and his brothers.”—Rabbi Jack Riemer, Jewish Advocate
312 pp. • 6 x 9
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1250-1

The Bible on Location
Off the Beaten Path in Ancient and Modern Israel
Julie Baretz
This innovative guidebook takes readers to twenty-one off-the-beaten-path locations in Israel where Bible stories are said to have happened. Julie Baretz’s lively narratives draw on history, archaeology, academic scholarship, and rabbinic literature for interpretations that enhance the meaning of the biblical events.
“Julie Baretz’s impressive knowledge of history and Bible combined with her awesome aesthetic perspective and credible imagination transform our travels into what feels like a magic carpet ride.”—Rabbi Norman M. Cohen
376 pp. • 6 x 9 • 26 color photographs, 25 color maps, 1 timeline, 1 appendix
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1222-8

Thinking about the Torah
A Philosopher Reads the Bible
Kenneth Seeskin
Drawing on Western philosophy and particularly Jewish philosophy, Kenneth Seeskin delves into ten core biblical verses and the powerful ideas that emerge from them. He speaks to readers on every page and invites conversation about topics central to human existence: how finite beings can relate to the infinite, what love is, the role of ethics in religion, and the meaning of holiness.
“Seeskin writes beautifully. He is a master teacher, and hence his book has a directness and simplicity about it that is captivating, and even stunning at times.”—Michael L. Morgan, coeditor of The Cambridge Companion to Modern Jewish Philosophy
222 pp. • 6 x 9
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1262-4

Justice for All
How the Jewish Bible Revolutionized Ethics
Jeremiah Unterman
Justice for All demonstrates that the Jewish Bible, by radically changing the course of ethical thought, exercised enormous influence on Jewish thought itself and also laid the basis for Christianity and the broader development of modern Western civilization. Unterman explains how key concepts of the Jewish Bible represented a moral advance over Ancient Near East cultures, and how the Bible’s unique invention of ethical monotheism, innovative understanding of covenantal law, and revolutionary messages from the prophets form the foundation of many of the ideals of Western civilization.
320 pp. • 6 x 9 • Index
$35.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1270-9
Dictionary of Jewish Words
Joyce Eisenberg and Ellen Scolnic
“Highly recommended.” —Choice
Organized in an A to Z format for easy reference, the Dictionary of Jewish Words contains 1,200 entries derived from Yiddish, Hebrew, Aramaic, and English.
250 pp. • 7 x 10
$18.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0832-0

American Jewish History
Norman H. Finkelstein
This book describes Jewish life from the time of the early settlers to the period of massive immigration that flooded the cities, to the incredible growth of Jews in positions of influence in business, politics, and the arts.
221 pp. • 7 x 10
$18.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0810-8

Best Jewish Books for Children and Teens
Linda R. Silver
“A superbly informative and enjoyable gem of a book for librarians, educators, and parents needing to find that right Jewish-content book for a specific child.” —Ottawa Jewish Bulletin
Here is a top librarian’s guide to the best writing, illustrations, reader appeal, and authentically Jewish content in picture books, fiction, and nonfiction for early childhood through the high school years. Includes classics and today’s best sellers, along with hundreds of others. Each entry includes a succinct description of the book and author plus Silver’s own insights on what makes it worth reading. Included are title, subject, author, and illustrator indexes, title-grouping by reading level, and lists of award winners.
375 pp. • 7 x 10
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0903-7

The Jewish Bible
The Jewish Publication Society
With advisors Shalom Paul, Fred Greenspahn, and Ziony Zevit
“The Jewish Publication Society has produced a concise guide that will help anyone engaged in Bible study.” —AJL Newsletter
“This book will be a welcome addition to the libraries of synagogues, yeshivas, colleges, and churches, as well as to the library of any lay person.” —Review of Biblical Literature
300 pp. • 7 x 10
$22.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0851-1

Jewish Traditions
Ronald L. Eisenberg
“The JPS Guide to Jewish Traditions is the jewel in the crown, to date, in the esteemed . . . reference series. It’s the perfect gift for the curious Jew, scholar, or layperson.” —Jewish Exponent
“Offers a startling range of wisdom, history, and nuance behind every Jewish custom.” —Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin, author of Putting God on the Guest List
752 pp. • 7 x 10
$45.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0882-5

American Jewish Fiction
Josh Lambert
This volume is a fiction reader’s dream: a guide to 125 remarkable works of fiction, including a wide range of classic American Jewish novels and story collections, from 1867 to the present.
250 pp. • 7 x 10
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0883-2
Torah Through Time
Understanding Bible Commentary from the Rabbincic Period to Modern Times
Shai Cherry
Foreword by Marc Zvi Brettler
Tracing the development of Jewish Bible commentary through the rabbincic, medieval, and modern periods, Shai Cherry provides a fascinating and accessible guide to how some of the world’s leading Jewish commentators read the Bible.
“A highly readable, engaging introduction to Jewish biblical interpretation.”—Jewish Book World
208 pp. • 6 x 9
$25.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0848-1

Saving One’s Own
Jewish Rescuers during the Holocaust
Mordecai Paldiel
Encyclopedic in scope and organized by country, Saving One’s Own tells the stories of hundreds of Jewish activists who created rescue networks, escape routes, safe havens, and partisan fighting groups to save beleaguered Jewish men, women, and children from the Nazis. The untold stories of these Jewish heroes, who displayed initiative, inventiveness, and courage in outwitting the enemy—and in rescuing thousands of Jews—is finally revealed.
636 pp. • 6 x 9 • 30 photographs, index
$70.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1261-7

Chanting the Hebrew Bible Second, Expanded Edition
The Art of Cantillation
Joshua R. Jacobson
In this encyclopedic text, now completely revised, updated, and expanded, Joshua R. Jacobson presents the history of the ancient Jewish tradition of chanting the Bible and a comprehensive explanation of cantillation practice, with its grammatical rules and regional variations. His unique step-by-step system of analysis shows how chanting dramatizes and interprets the meaning of the biblical text. Jacobson also provides complete notation for performing all six musical systems, an extensive guide to pronouncing biblical Hebrew, and pedagogical tips for cantillation teachers.
876 pp. • 8½ x 11 • 28 tables, 1,503 illustrations, index
$90.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1223-5

Exiles in Sepharad
The Jewish Millennium in Spain
Jeffrey Gorsky
The dramatic one-thousand-year history of Jews in Spain comes to life in Exiles in Sepharad. Jeffrey Gorsky vividly relates this colorful period of Jewish history, from the era when Jewish culture was at its height in Muslim Spain to the horrors of the Inquisition and the Expulsion.
432 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 photographs, 1 chronology
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1251-8
Jonah and the Meaning of Our Lives
A Verse-by-Verse Contemporary Commentary
Rabbi Steven Bob
A verse-by-verse discussion of the Book of Jonah, drawing on commentaries of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Kimchi, Abarbanel, and the Malbim, as well as contemporary culture and personal experiences to reveal the hidden meanings of this perplexing biblical story. Rabbi Steven Bob’s commentary intimately connects the ancient wisdom of the text with the reality of our own lives, providing us with insights that can change our lives.

“There is hardly a better-known biblical story than Jonah. Yet Rabbi Steven Bob shows us in this skillfully written book an even more familiar Jonah, one we can see in the mirror every day. Life’s enigmas and dilemmas are somehow less anxiety-producing in light of the lessons we find in Jonah’s experiences.” —Rabbi Norman M. Cohen, author of Jewish Bible Personages in the New Testament
252 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1220-4

Stolen Words
The Nazi Plunder of Jewish Books
Mark Glickman
Stolen Words recounts how the largest Jewish book collection in the world—four to five million volumes—was looted by the Nazis and recovered by the Allied Forces.

“This book is a must-read for every Jewish library and every university library as well.” —Jewish Book Council
344 pp. • 6 x 9 • 34 photographs, 1 table
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1208-2

Eight Questions of Faith
Biblical Challenges That Guide and Ground Our Lives
Niles Elliot Goldstein
Niles Elliot Goldstein uses eight questions found in the Bible to explore the human journey from cradle to grave, confronting such important existential experiences and themes as mortality, responsibility, forbidden knowledge, sin, and the afterlife.

“More than a study, Goldstein’s book is a midlife meditation on the imperfections and ambiguities of human life and the chronicle of a very personal and often painful struggle to attain authenticity and wholeness.” —Kristine Morris, Foreword Reviews
188 pp. • 6 x 9
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1219-8

Akiva
Life, Legend, Legacy
Reuven Hammer
Arguably the most important of the Tannaim, or early Jewish sages, Akiva ben Yosef lived during a crucial era in the development of Judaism as we know it today, and his theology played a major part in the development of Rabbinic Judaism. Reuven Hammer details Akiva’s life as it led to a martyr’s death and he delves into the rich legacy Akiva left us.

“With this new work, readers will be able to move past the coarse legends and refine their understanding of Akiva’s true characteristics, which turned this seemingly simple man into a rabbinical giant, and make his achievements still relevant to this day.” —Benjamin Glatt, Jerusalem Post Magazine
272 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 timeline
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1215-0
A Bride for One Night
Talmud Tales
Ruth Calderon
Translated by Ilana Kurshan
Ruth Calderon has electrified the Jewish world with her teachings of talmudic texts. In this volume she offers a fascinating window into some of the liveliest and most colorful stories in the Talmud. Breathing new life into an ancient text, A Bride for One Night offers a surprising and provocative read.

“Highlights Ruth Calderon’s remarkable skill in bridging the cultural gap between the rabbis and contemporary readers.”—Jewish Review of Books
184 pp. • 6 x 9
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1209-9

The Lost Matriarch
Finding Leah in the Bible and Midrash
Jerry Rabow
The Lost Matriarch weaves biblical text and midrash into a seamless narrative, revealing Leah’s full story and inviting readers into the delightful, provocative world of creative rabbinic and literary commentary.

“With imaginative insight, Jerry Rabow has placed a human face and heart onto the persona of this biblical drama of love, loyalty, and intrigue. The author endows this ancient romance with empathic contemporary relevance.”—Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis, author of Conscience: The Duty to Obey and the Duty to Disobey
264 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 genealogy
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1207-5

Maimonides and the Book That Changed Judaism
Secrets of “The Guide for the Perplexed”
Micah Goodman
Spanning subjects including God, prophecy, miracles, revelation, evil, politics, messianism, reason in religion and the therapeutic role of doubt, Micah Goodman elucidates the complex ideas of Maimonides’s Guide in remarkably clear and engaging prose.

“After more than eight centuries Maimonides’s Guide for the Perplexed remains the Everest of Jewish thought, majestic and challenging at the same time. Micah Goodman, one of the brightest of contemporary Jewish thinkers, has provided a superlative introduction to this work. It is engaging, lucid, and a delight to read, enabling Maimonides’s masterpiece to speak compellingly to our perplexities. An outstanding achievement.”—Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, emeritus chief rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of the British Commonwealth
296 pp. • 6 x 9
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1210-5

Return to Zion
The History of Modern Israel
Eric Gartman
From the rise of Zionism to the founders of the Jewish State and the soldiers that fought to keep it. Return to Zion is the story of a strong-willed people fighting to keep a land their ancestors called home.

“Written in a popular style and based on impressive research. The work succeeds as both an overview and as a reference source.”—Libby K. White, Jewish Book Council
384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 13 photos, 4 maps
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1253-2
A Kabbalah and Jewish Mysticism Reader
Daniel M. Horwitz
This annotated anthology of the most important Jewish mystical works is designed to facilitate teaching them to all levels of learners in adult education and college classroom settings. Daniel M. Horwitz’s insightful introductions and commentary accompany readings in the Talmud and Zohar and writings by Ba’al Shem Tov, Rav Kook, Abraham Joshua Heschel, and others.
“Rabbi Horwitz has done a masterful job of collecting important excerpts from the vast storehouse of mystical literature, and annotated each selection with a perceptive analysis. This collection will remain the classic book of study on kabbalah and Jewish mysticism for decades to come.”—Rabbi Dov Peretz Elkins
612 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 figures, 1 timeline
$45.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1256-3
JPS Anthologies of Jewish Thought series

Modern Orthodox Judaism
A Documentary History
Zev Eleff
Foreword by Jacob J. Schacter
Modern Orthodox Judaism offers an extensive selection of primary texts documenting the Orthodox encounter with American Judaism that led to the emergence of the Modern Orthodox movement.
“A pathbreaking documentary history of Modern Orthodoxy in America. There is nothing like it. The documents are well chosen and many will be new—even to scholars.”—Jonathan D. Sarna, Joseph H. and Belle R. Braun Professor of American Jewish History at Brandeis University
570 pp. • 6 x 9 • 16 images
$40.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1257-0
JPS Anthologies of Jewish Thought series

The Heart of the Matter
Studies in Jewish Mysticism and Theology
Arthur Green
“What does it mean to be a religious human being, and what does Judaism teach us about how to be one?” This collection of essays by Arthur Green, one of the world’s preeminent authorities on Jewish thought and spirituality, is centered on the history of early Hasidism, and his highly personal approach to a rebirth of Jewish spirituality in our own day
392 pp. • 6 x 9
$45.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1213-6
A JPS Scholar of Distinction Series

Jewish Meaning in a World of Choice
Studies in Tradition and Modernity
David Ellenson
Internationally recognized scholar David Ellenson shares twenty-three of his most representative essays, drawing on three decades of scholarship and demonstrating the consistency of the intellectual-religious interests that have animated him throughout his lifetime.
376 pp. • 6 x 9
$45.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-1214-3
A JPS Scholar of Distinction Series
NEW IN PAPERBACK

**Masada Will Not Fall Again**

A Novel
Sophie Greenspan
Illustrated by Unada

The mighty epic of Masada tells of Jews who preferred liberty to life itself. Their story centers on the bleak fortress of Masada in the Judean Desert after the conquest of Jerusalem and the destruction of the Holy Temple by the Romans in 70 CE. Here, in a last stand, Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes laid aside the differences that had crippled their resistance to the Romans and united in zeal for God and country.

March 2019
186 pp. • 5 ¼ x 8 • 15 illustrations, 1 glossary, For grades 3–5
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1469-7

NEW IN PAPERBACK

**Westward with Fremont**

The Story of Solomon Carvalho
Sophie Greenspan

In 1853 Solomon Nunes Carvalho, proud descendant of a Sephardic Jewish family, accepted the invitation of Col. John Charles Fremont to accompany him on his fifth expedition of discovery through the Rockies to the Pacific Ocean. By this acceptance, Carvalho was to gain, alongside Fremont, a seat in the hall of fame of those who pioneered the exploration and mapping of this immense country.

176 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ¼ • 7 illustrations
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1313-3

**The Power of Song**

And Other Sephardic Tales
Rita Roth
Designed and illustrated by Alexa Ginsburg
Foreword by Morris B. Margolies

When the Jews fled the Iberian Peninsula in 1492 and scattered all over Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East, they took with them the folktales that were an integral part of their heritage. As they settled into their new homelands, they borrowed many of the literary devices and motifs from their adopted countries, adding varied flavor to the traditional Jewish story. The Power of Song includes a glossary of foreign words and each story is accompanied by a short commentary on its origin and meaning.

128 pp. • 2018 • 7 x 10 • 42 illustrations, 1 glossary
For ages 8 and up
$15.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1353-9

**K’nton’s Sukkot Adventure**

Sadie Rose Weilerstein
Illustrated by Joe Boddy

K’tonton—the lovable Jewish “Tom Thumb”—has cast a magic spell on children (and their parents and grandparents) for generations, delighting countless readers of all ages with his mischievous escapades. K’nton’s Sukkot Adventure combines two of Sadie Rose Weilerstein’s classic tales with light-hearted, whimsical drawings by award-winning illustrator Joe Boddy. From the moment of K’nton’s enchanted arrival, he takes readers on a magic-carpet ride into the delightful world of Jewish imagination. Share this marvelous adventure of the enduring little hero and learn about the holiday of Sukkot and its traditions and rituals.

32 pp. • 7 x 10 • 18 illustrations, 1 glossary
For ages 4–8
$11.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1268-6
**Grandpa’s Third Drawer**
Unlocking Holocaust Memories
Written and illustrated by Judy Tal Kopelman

*Grandpa’s Third Drawer* takes up the difficult challenge of discussing the Holocaust with young children, of teaching its heritage and memory, all in a gentle and unobtrusive manner. The story of a silent grandfather unexpectedly confronted by his curious and loving grandchild is accompanied by rich illustrations that show authentic preserved objects donated by Holocaust survivors from Theresienstadt.

The original Hebrew edition won the Israeli Ze’ev Prize for Children’s Literature in 2003 and first prize in Mits’ad Hasfarim (a nationwide survey of all schoolchildren in Israel for first to third grades) in 2003 and 2012.

40 pp. • 10 x 7 • 16 photographs, Discussion questions available at JPS.org, For ages 5–8 $12.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1221-1

---

**Anne Frank**
Life in Hiding
Johanna Hurwitz
Illustrated by Vera Rosenberry

This biography tells about Anne Frank’s family and their lives before the Second World War, the Nazi persecution of Jews, and Anne’s years in hiding. Johanna Hurwitz’s readable, direct style enables young readers to share Anne’s childhood dreams and to feel the tension of the years that followed. The realistic black-and-white drawings by Vera Rosenberry bring Anne Frank even closer to readers’ hearts.

72 pp. • 6 x 9 • 17 illustrations, 1 map, 1 chronology
Ages 8 and up $12.95 • paperback • 978-0-8276-1206-8

---

**Terrible Things**
An Allegory of the Holocaust
Eve Bunting
Illustrated by Stephen Gammell

The animals in the clearing were content until the Terrible Things came, capturing all creatures with feathers. Little Rabbit wondered what was wrong with feathers, but his fellow animals silenced him. “Just mind your own business, Little Rabbit. We don’t want them to get mad at us.”

A recommended text in Holocaust education programs across the United States, this unique introduction to the Holocaust encourages young children to stand up for what they think is right, without waiting for others to join them.

32 pp. • 7 x 9 • 16 Illustrations
For ages 6 and up $16.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8276-0325-7
$10.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0507-7

---

**Hannah Szenes**
A Song of Light
Maxine Rose Schur

Hannah Szenes grew up in a loving home filled with books, plays, and music. Unfortunately, the rise of the Nazis in her native Hungary forced Hannah to immigrate to Palestine, where she became an ardent Zionist pioneer. Haunted by the murder of the Jews by Hitler, she risked her own life to become a resistance fighter, vowing to save as many Jewish lives as possible. This is the true story of a young girl who gave her life in the struggle to save the Jews of Europe.

116 pp. • 6 x 9
$15.00 • paperback • 978-0-8276-0628-9
Great Gifts

JPS has great books for holidays, lifecycle events, and other special occasions.

FOR ANY OCCASION

Celebrating the Jewish Year
3-volume set
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
$60.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0902-0

The Mitzvah Torah
The Five Books of Moses
$30.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0739-2

Seasons of Our Joy
A Modern Guide to the Jewish Holidays
Rabbi Arthur O. Waskow
$18.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0930-3

The JPS Holiday Anthologies
8-volume set
Edited by Philip Goodman and Abraham E. Millgram
$175.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-1352-2

The Heart of Torah, Gift Set
Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion
Rabbi Shai Held
$80.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-1305-8

PURIM

The Day the Rabbi Disappeared
Jewish Holiday Tales of Magic
Howard Schwartz
Illustrated by Monique Passicot
$13.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0757-6

The JPS Bible Commentary: Esther
Adele Berlin
$40.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0699-9

Megillat Esther
JT Waldman
$24.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0788-0

PASSOVER

The JPS Bible Commentary: Song of Songs
The Traditional Hebrew Text with the New JPS Translation
Commentary by Michael Fishbane
$55.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0741-5

A Passover Haggadah
Go Forth and Learn
Rabbi David Silver with Rachel Furst
$18.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0929-9

The JPS Commentary on the Haggadah
Historical Introduction, Translation, and Commentary
Joseph Tabory
$40.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0858-0

Haggadah and History
Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi
$75.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0787-3

Celebrating the Jewish Year: The Spring and Summer Holidays
Passover, Shavuot, The Omer, Tisha B’Av
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
$24.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0821-4

A Survivor’s Haggadah
Written, designed, and illustrated by Yosef Dov Sheinson
Edited by Saul Touster
$55.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0868-9

The Song of Songs
The Honeybee in the Garden
Debra Band
$75.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0811-5

Deluxe Edition
$100.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0820-7

SHAVUOT

The JPS Bible Commentary: Ruth
Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Tikva Frymer-Kensky
$40.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0744-6

Naomi’s Song
Selma Kritzer Silverberg
$14.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0886-3

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1131-3

ROSH HASHANAH/ YOM KIPPUR

Entering the High Holy Days
A Complete Guide to the History, Prayers, and Themes
Reuven Hammer
$19.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0821-4

Celebrating the Jewish Year: The Fall Holidays
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
$24.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0842-9

The Five Megilloth and Jonah
Introductions by H. L. Ginsberg
$12.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0890-0

The JPS Bible Commentary: Jonah
Uriel Simon
$40.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0872-2
Great Gifts

Celebrating the Jewish Year: The Winter Holidays
Hanukkah, Tu B’Shvat, Purim
Paul Steinberg
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter
Illustrated by Adam Rhine
$24.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0849-8

The Kids’ Catalog of Hanukkah
David A. Adler
$16.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-0805-4

JPS Illustrated Children’s Bible
Retold by Ellen Frankel
Illustrated by Avi Katz
$35.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0817-0

Tu B’Shvat
Trees, Earth, and Torah
A Tu B’Shvat Anthology
Edited by Ari Elon, Arthur Waskow, and Naomi Mara Hyman
$35.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0717-0

B’nai Mitzvah, Confirmation, High School Graduation

JPS Tanakh: The Holy Scriptures, Presentation Editions
The New JPS Translation According to the Traditional Hebrew Text
$42.00 • paperback, each volume
Black 978-0-8276-0365-3
White 978-0-8276-0364-6

The JPS B’nai Mitzvah Torah Commentary
Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin
$29.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1252-5

The JPS Rashi Discussion Torah Commentary
Steven and Sarah Levy
$19.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1269-2

Bar Mitzvah, a History
Rabbi Michael Hilton
$30.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0947-1

Path of Prophets
The Ethos-Driven Life
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$19.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1309-6

Jewish Traditions
JPS Guide
Ronald L. Eisenberg
$40.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0882-5

The Jewish Bible
A JPS Guide
With advisors Shalom Paul, Fred Greenspan, and Ziony Zevit
$22.00 • paperback
978-0-8276-0851-1
$25.50 Canadian/£16.99 UK

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1131-3

The Contemporary Torah
A Gender-Sensitive Adaptation of the Original JPS Translation
David E. S. Stein
$32.95 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0796-5

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 • paperback
978-0-8276-1131-3

Jewish Law, 4-volume set
History, Sources, Principles
Menachem Elon
$385.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0389-9

Jews and Medicine
Religion, Culture, Science
Edited by Natalia Berger
$50.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0644-9

The Song of Songs
The Honeymoon in the Garden
Debra Band
$75.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-0811-5
Deluxe Edition
$100.00 hardcover
978-0-8276-0820-7

The Heart of Torah, Gift Set
Rabbi Shai Held
$80.00 • hardcover
978-0-8276-1305-8

The Commentators’ Bible Series
The Rubin JPS Midrashot Gedolot
Michael Carasik
5-vol. set $160.00
978-0-8276-1351-5
see page 14

The JPS Torah Commentary Series
see page 12

The JPS Bible Commentary Series
see pages 12–13
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From the University of Nebraska Press

Left to the Mercy of a Rude Stream
The Bargain That Broke Adolf Hitler and Saved My Mother
Stanley A. Goldman

A son details the negotiations between a German Jew and the Nazi mass murderer Heinrich Himmler that allowed for the release of women, including his mother, held in the Ravensbrück concentration camp.

“Goldman’s account of this previously untold moment in history is seismic. What a tale! It is not only purposeful but also riveting and enlightening. It’s a must-read.” —Ashleigh Banfield, host of HLN’s Crime and Justice with Ashleigh Banfield

224 pp. • 6 x 9 • 12 photographs
$27.95 • hardcover • 978-1-64012-044-0

My Dear Boy
A World War II Story of Escape, Exile, and Revelation
Joanie Holzer Schirm

A posthumous memoir, My Dear Boy recounts Oswald “Valdik” Holzer’s tale of refuge, resiliency, and hope as a Czechoslovakian Jew during World War II. Joanie Schirm elegantly re-creates her father’s youthful voice as he comes of age as a Jew in interwar Prague, escapes from a Nazi-held army unit, practices medicine in China’s war-ravaged interior, and settles in the United States to start a family. Holzer’s life story is an inspirational account of survival during wartime, a cinematic epic spanning multiple continents, and ultimately a tale with a twist.

MARCH 2019
352 pp. • 6 x 9 • 19 photographs, 7 illustrations, 2 maps, index
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-1-64012-072-3

When History Is Personal
Mimi Schwartz

Here, Mimi Schwartz narrates twenty-five moments in her life, each shaped by political, historical, and social issues. Each essay looks both inward and outward so that these individualized tales tell a larger story—of assimilation, the women’s movement, racism, anti-Semitism, end-of-life issues, ethics in writing, digital and corporate challenges, and courtroom justice. As a child of German-Jewish immigrants, a wife of over fifty years, a breast cancer survivor, a mother, and a widow, Schwartz invites readers to consider her personal take alongside “official” histories.

270 pp. • 6 x 9 • 24 photographs, 2 illustrations
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0630-5

The Woman Who Fought an Empire
Sarah Aaronsohn and Her Nili Spy Ring
Gregory J. Wallance

Though she lived to be only twenty-seven, Sarah Aaronsohn lived a remarkable life. Drawing on archival records as well as the memoirs, diaries, and letters of Aaronsohn, her brothers, and her fellow spies, Gregory J. Wallance recounts the improbable but true odyssey of a bold young woman—the daughter of Romania-born Jewish settlers in Palestine—and how she became the daring leader of a Middle East spy ring.

328 pp. • 6 x 9 • 18 photographs, 2 maps, index
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-1-61234-943-5
JewAsian
Race, Religion, and Identity for America’s Newest Jews
Helen Kiyong Kim and Noah Samuel Leavitt

JewAsian examines the intersection of race, religion, and ethnicity in the increasing number of households that are Jewish American and Asian American. Helen Kiyong Kim and Noah Samuel Leavitt explore the larger social dimensions of intermarriage to explain how these unions reflect the identity of individuals and the communities to which they belong.

198 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 tables, 1 appendix
$35.00 • hardcover • 978-0-8032-8565-1

The Roger Kahn Reader
Six Decades of Sportswriting
Roger Kahn
Edited and with an introduction by Bill Dwyre

“Roger Kahn is all about words and a sensibility that respects athletes, especially baseball players, for their sublime skills, but especially for their love and dedication to their exacting sport. He is remorseless about racism, cruelty, and hypocrisy, but above all appreciative of talent and integrity. . . . Spending a few hours with The Roger Kahn Reader is like a time-machine voyage back to a sports world of authentic heroes, colorful but not obnoxious characters, just causes, smart talk, and love of the games. Roger Kahn helped create that world and reanimates it here for our pleasure.”—Edward Kosner, Wall Street Journal

408 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 tables
$32.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8032-9472-1

When Basketball Was Jewish
Voices of Those Who Played the Game
Douglas Stark

In this oral history collection Douglas Stark chronicles Jewish basketball throughout the twentieth century in the words of those who played it. From the early days with Nat Holman and Moe Spahn to post World War II with Dolph Schayes and Max Zaslofsky, When Basketball Was Jewish focuses on the role of Jews in basketball as no previous book has, illuminating their contributions to American Jewish history as well as basketball history.

320 pp. • 6 x 9 • 20 photographs, index
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8032-9588-9

The Chosen Game
A Jewish Basketball History
Charley Rosen

A few years after its invention by James Naismith, basketball became the primary sport in the crowded streets of the Jewish neighborhood on New York’s Lower East Side. Participating in the new game was a quick and enjoyable way to become Americanized. Jews not only dominated the sport for the next fifty-plus years, they were also instrumental in modernizing the game. Through interviews and lively anecdotes this Jewish-centric history of basketball, from the sport’s inception to the present, addresses every aspect of the game, from owners to coaches and from players to referees.

224 pp. • 5½ x 8½
$24.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8032-5543-2

Order at jps.org or 800-848-6224
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CANADA
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Order directly from the publisher

Many Jewish Publication Society ebooks may be obtained from most ebook vendors.

Visit jps.org for more information and a complete list of JPS books.
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Honoring or memorializing a loved one?
Make a donation or visit the “Dedicate a book” page and pick from our many works in progress (see “Support”).

Teaching a course?
Don’t miss the new Curriculum Guide of top JPS books for undergraduate and adult education classes, prepared by JPS director Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz (see “Resources”). Topics include: Bible Studies, Rabbinic Studies, Jewish Thought, Jewish Ethics and Liturgy, Jewish History, Holocaust, and Israel.
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